


History 

Atlantis has been a continent of myth since the 

time of Plato.  During World War II the Nazis 

searched for Atlantis, which they believed was 

the origin of the Aryan race.  The Germans 

even believed that the descendants of Atlantis 

had fled to the high parts of the world – 

specifically Tibet to never again be victims of 

the angry sea.  Atlantis (ATL) Rising is an 

Alternative History expansion for Global War-

2
nd

 Edition Game.  
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1.0 Scheme: A scheme is a set of changes to the rules a player puts into effect. 

 

1.1 Atlantis Scheme: The Atlantis Scheme costs 10 IPP and is effective 

immediately when purchased. 

 

1.2 Finding Atlantis: The Germans may 

attempt to search for Atlantis.   To do s,o a 

German naval unit must be in one of the 

possible Atlantis locations (Table ATL 1-1) 

and make a successful search roll as their 

only action during Non-Combat Movement 

(Success =12 on a D12).  If the search roll 

fails, Atlantis is not in that zone and a second 

attempt must be made in a different location.  

Possible locations are listed below: 

Contents 

 

(x1) Atlantis Island Marker 

(x1) Submarine Base Marker 

(x1) SS Infantry Marker 

(x4) Wonder Weapon Markers  

ATL 1:  ATLANTIS SCHEME 
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Table ATL 1-1 Atlantis Locations 

1.3 Bonus Rolls: Germany is able to add a +1 to their roll on each search attempt 

for each of the following zones Germany or another Axis power possess:   

 

 1. Athens Greece (Classical Lore) 

 2. Cairo, Egypt (Egyptian Lore) 

 3. Tibet (Ancient legends) 

 4. London (London Naval Observatory) 

 5. Portugal (Ancient cartographic charts) 

 

1   Off the coast of England  SZ 23 

2   Near the Canaries  SZ 32 

3   Off the coast of Gibraltar  SZ 79 

4   Near Crete SZ 52 

5   The Nile Delta  SZ 81 

6   Near Malta or Sardinia  SZ 50 

7   In the Black Sea  SZ 36 

8   Past the Pillars of Hercules  SZ 77 

9   Cape Verde Islands  SZ 105 

10   Ultima Thule  SZ 3 

11   Thule SZ 4 

12   Mediterranean Entrance  SZ 80 
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1.4 Benefits of Atlantis: Atlantis serves as a permanent, underwater, 

indestructible submarine base. German discovery of Atlantis grants them a roll on the 

following table each turn during their Production Phase: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Income 
+3 IPP in sunken treasure and world 

prestige 

2   Technology  Free technology roll 

3 Tibet 
Align Tibet: Replace units there with 

German SS units. 

4 Orichalcum 

Orichalcum (the legendary copper of Atlantis): 

High purity copper reduces the cost of all German 

units (Except Infantry) by 1, this turn only. 

5 Secret Route 

For the rest of the game, a German submarine that 

begins its turn in Atlantis may move 6 in Non-

Combat Movement. 

6 Wonder Weapon  See 1.6 

Table ATL 1-2  Benefits of Atlantis 
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1.6 Wonder Weapon:  Each time Germany rolls this it gets one of the following 

wonder weapons.  Roll a D6.  Once the weapon is eliminated treat the roll as a non-

result. 

1 

 
Place the Tide Generator marker in Atlantis immediately.  Each 

turn Germany may make an opposed roll against each naval unit 

that is moving within 2 zones of Atlantis.  If Germany wins (not 

just ties) the roll, that ship must stop in the zone it is in. Germany 

may not initiate the roll until the ship has moved at least one 

zone.  Alternatively Germany may use the Tide Generator to 

make a strategic attack against an enemy naval base, shipyard 

or seaplane base, causing 1-3 strategic damages (Roll a D12, 

divide by 4).  At any point if the Tide Generator rolls a “12” during 

any of its activities it is eliminated. 

2 

 

Place the Leviathan marker in Atlantis immediately.  It does not 

move.  Each turn Germany may make a single D12 Attack roll vs. 

any specific ship within 1 zone of Atlantis.  This Attack is at “6” or 

less.  All other units in the sea zone may fire back. A defending 

hit destroys the Leviathan.  Alternatively the Leviathan may 

convoy raid as if it were a submarine with a +3 dice roll.  

3 

 

Place weather control machine in Atlantis immediately.  The 

Weather Control Machine makes a single Attack at “6” against 

any one aircraft moving or on Combat Air Patrol within one zone 

of Atlantis.    On a roll of “12” destroy the weather control 

machine. 

Table 1-3  Wonder Weapons  

6 
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4  

Place the Death Ray marker at a Factory in German Home 

Country during the Place Units Phase.  Death Ray may be placed 

beneath any unit in a Supply Path of that factory immediately.  

That unit gains first strike.  Any time that unit rolls a “12” or is 

eliminated in combat destroy Death Ray. 

5-6  

Atlantis Rises out of the Deep. The Island of Atlantis is now a new 

land zone, it is worth 3 IPP to the owner. Place a German Control 

Marker and six SS Infantry on the Island.  If the Island is 

conquered by another Alliance, they may gain the benefits by 

rolling on Table 1-1 each turn.  The Great Ship Canal on Atlantis 

acts as a naval base.  After Atlantis has been conquered, roll a 

D12 each turn. On a “12” it sinks back into the ocean, lost forever 

to the world (and the Atlantis scheme ends for the rest of the 

game).  All wonder weapons currently on the board are 

immediately removed. 
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Global War 1936-1945 - The Ultimate 

War Game  

Welcome to the Global War game family. Global War is 

a strategic level war game - one of the most heavily 

supported and expanded games on the market. Visit 

our website to see our full line of games, expansions, 

markers, units and other accessories.  

You can find Global War 1936-1945 here.                    

You can view our Global War expansion sets here. 

You can view more Global War expansion sets here. 
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